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SUMMARY
Most of the AIA Contract Documents are intended to
be used as “consumables,” that is, the original
document purchased by the user is intended to be
consumed in the course of its use. The AIA holds
the copyright to these documents. There is no
implied right or permission to reproduce the
documents in their original form, nor does AIA
membership confer any right to copy the documents.
The AIA grants to purchasers of AIA Contract
Documents four types of limited licenses to
reproduce the copyrighted documents: license-topurchaser (entire document), license-to-purchaser
(excerpted document), license-to-subscriber
(electronic documents), and the written license.
LICENSE-TO-PURCHASER
Entire document

Neither of the license-to-purchaser licenses applies
to the AIA General Conditions or Instructions to
Bidders documents. Only originals of these
documents may be used unless the AIA grants
specific written permission to reproduce them.
LICENSE-TO-SUBSCRIBER
The AIA grants this license to subscribers to the AIA
Contract Documents Electronic Format software. For
a fixed annual fee, users of the software are
permitted to copy the AIA documents for their
business use but not for commercial resale.
WRITTEN LICENSE

This limited license is granted to purchasers of most
AIA documents that contain blank spaces for the
user to complete for a specific project. After filling in
the blanks, the user may make up to 10 copies of
the completed document for a specific project. The
purchaser can find the written notice of this license
on the instruction sheet or the inside front cover of
the document.
Where applicable, the license is automatically
granted upon purchase of the document but does
not take effect until the blank spaces are completed
with all of the information for a specific project,
excluding signatures. This license does not permit
the user to reproduce the AIA documents without the
blanks filled in or by retyping the documents, either
in whole or in part.
Excerpted document
This license is granted to purchasers of documents
in model form—such as AIA Document A511™–
1999, Guide to Supplementary Conditions—with the
intent that purchasers select language from the
model form to include in their project manuals. The
license is limited to the recommended language and
not to the explanatory language that accompanies it.
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Because the number of project manuals that may be
produced for a given project may vary, there is no
limit on the number of copies that may be made.
Reproduction, however, must be for a specific
project and not for general office use or information.

Under certain circumstances, the AIA may grant a
specific license to reproduce AIA documents. For
example, users cannot post either a draft document
or completed document on a Web site for use on a
specific project without a separate written license
from the AIA.
Users can request such licenses by sending e-mail
to copyright@aia.org or by calling the AIA General
Counsel’s Office at 202-626-7348.
Users may post documents generated from AIA
Contract Documents software to a passwordprotected intranet or extranet Web site without
obtaining a separate written license from the AIA
only under the terms of the End User License
Agreement. Such posting cannot be for any
commercial purpose, such as for bidding or
negotiation of construction projects or for marketing
or promotion of projects or services.
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RESOURCES
More Best Practices
The following AIA Best Practices provide additional
information related to this topic:
17.01.01

Reviewing Owner-Supplied Agreements

17.01.02

Watch Your Language: Absolute
Compliance

18.01.01

AIA A201-1997: Refinement of an
Important Contract Document

For More Information on This Topic
See “The AIA Documents,” by
Dale R. Ellickson, Esq., FAIA, The
Architect’s Handbook of
Professional Practice, 13th
edition, Chapter 11, page 308.
See also the 14th edition of the
Handbook, which can be ordered
from the AIA Bookstore by calling
800-242-3837 (option 4) or by
email at bookstore@aia.org.

Feedback
The AIA welcomes member
feedback on Best Practice articles.
To provide feedback on this article, please contact:
bestpractices@aia.org.
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